The interior structure of the Moon is constrained by its mass, moment of inertia, and k 2 and h 2 tidal Love numbers. We infer the likely radius, density, and (elastic limit) rigidity of all interior layers by solving the inverse problem using these observational constraints assuming spherical symmetry. Our results do not favor the presence of a low rigidity transition layer between a liquid outer core and mantle. If a transition layer exists, its rigidity is constrained to 43
Introduction
Planetary interior structure models suffer from an inherent nonuniqueness. However, it is possible to constrain the likely interior structure parameters using the available observational constraints. For the Moon, these constraints are derived from seismic, lunar laser ranging (LLR), magnetic, gravity, and topography observations. The mean moment of inertia (MOI) is constrained by the combination of gravity and LLR observations [e.g., Bills and Rubincam, 1995] , and the improved accuracy in the gravity data after the Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) mission [Zuber et al., 2013] has reduced the MOI uncertainty significantly [Williams et al., 2014] . Although the uncertainty in the product of the gravitational constant G and the lunar mass was also reduced significantly by the GRAIL mission, the mass uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty in G [Williams et al., 2014] . The Moon deforms in response to tidal forcing, and this generates topography and gravity variations that depend on the interior structure. These gravity and topography constraints can be characterized by the k 2 and h 2 tidal Love numbers, whose uncertainties were also reduced significantly by analysis of GRAIL, LLR, and Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) data [Williams et al., 2014; Mazarico et al., 2014; Williams and Boggs, 2015] .
The Moon is the only other terrestrial body besides Earth for which seismic constraints are currently available. Modern seismic studies using Apollo data constrain the seismic wave velocity distribution and reveal an interior structure consisting of a crust and mantle [Garcia et al., 2011; Lognonné and Johnson, 2015] . Inversion of the same data using a Monte Carlo exploration methods favors a thin crust and a uniform upper mantle [Khan et al., 2000; Mosegaard, 2001, 2002] . Modeling of seismic [Garcia et al., 2011; Weber et al., 2011] , induced magnetic dipole moment [Hood et al., 1999; Shimizu et al., 2013] , and rotational dissipation [Williams et al., 2001 ] data indicates the presence of a liquid and metallic outer core.
Seismic data show that S waves are highly attenuated below a depth ∼1000 km, and partial melting at the bottom of the mantle was suggested as a possible explanation [Nakamura et al., 1973 [Nakamura et al., , 1974 . Recent studies carrying out inversions using multiple geophysical constraints [Khan et al., 2014; Matsumoto et al., 2015] and reanalysis of Apollo seismic data [Weber et al., 2011] seem to confirm the presence of such a layer. Williams et al. [2014] , rescaled to the adopted mean radius of 1737.15 km. The mean solid MOI does not include the liquid outer core contribution [Williams et al., 2014] .
We constrain the radius, density, and (elastic limit) rigidity of all interior layers by solving the inverse problem using the observed mass, mean solid MOI, and tidal k 2 and h 2 Love numbers as constraints (Table 1) assuming spherical symmetry.
Methods
The likely model parameters given the available observational constraints can be determined using Bayesian probability (supporting information). We use an automatic parallel tempering Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm [Gregory, 2005] to sample the multidimensional parameter space and calculate the probability distributions of the model parameters.
Interior Structure Parameters
We assume a five-layer interior model and consider variations in the radius, density, and rigidity of all the layers. Table 2 summarizes the assumed range of the model parameters prior to the consideration of the observational constraints. We consider models with and without a transition layer between the liquid outer core and mantle and explore the possibility of low rigidity for this layer.
We use crust density constraints based on admittance analyses using GRAIL gravity data Besserer et al., 2014] to define the prior crust density range. The density increase with depth z is described by
where s = 2223
kg m −3 is the surface density, = 694
kg m −3 is the density contrast between fractured surface materials and deeper unfractured rocks (whose grain density is 2917 kg m −3 ), and d = 9.0
is an e-folding depth scale [Besserer et al., 2014] . We assume the best fit parameters of the farside as a whole because the nearside contains distinct mare regions characterized by high density. Ignoring these regions, the density increase with depth is thought to arise due to a decrease in porosity with depth. Integrating equation (1), the average crust density can be written as
where h is the crust thickness. Assuming the prior crust thickness range of 30-50 km and taking into account the uncertainties in all the model parameters, the largest average crust density range is 2660-2820 kg m −3 , which we adopt as the prior range.
The mantle density is well constrained by the observed mass and mean solid MOI alone to 3355 (Table 2) . We compute the volume-averaged mantle rigidity assuming these density ranges and the seismic S wave velocity profiles of Gagnepain-Beyneix et al. [2006] . Taking into account the uncertainties in density and S wave velocity, we infer a mantle rigidity range of 61-70 GPa. We adopt a slightly larger prior range of 60-70 GPa. Integrating the 
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Love numbers computation into the MCMC sampling requires simple models with a small number of interior layers. Therefore, we ignore compressibility effects and assume a single layer for the mantle. The mantle density constraint can be interpreted as a constraint for the volume-averaged density. Assuming a bulk modulus ∼130 GPa at the base of the mantle [Gagnepain-Beyneix et al., 2006] , the density increase due to compressibility is ∼3%. However, there is also a temperature increase of ∼1000 K between top and bottom of the lunar mantle [Laneuville et al., 2013] , and the effect of thermal expansion on the density largely offsets the effect of compressibility.
We assume a solid inner core composed of pure iron in the face-centered cubic phase with a prior density range of 7600-7800 kg m −3 based on laboratory measurements at lunar pressure and temperature conditions [Antonangeli et al., 2015] .
Anelastic Correction to the Tidal Love Numbers
The observed tidal Love numbers k ′ 2 and h ′ 2 describe the lunar deformation at the tidal forcing frequency and contain both elastic and anelastic components [Nimmo et al., 2012] . Therefore, the interior structure model must take into account the effects of anelasticity. However, doing so requires specifying the viscosity of all the interior layers, which decreases the resolution of the probability distributions due to the larger number of model parameters. Therefore, instead of calculating both components of the Love numbers, we follow the approach of Khan et al. [2014] and convert the observed Love numbers, k
, to elastic Love numbers, k 2 and h 2 . The conversion can be written as
where Q ′ is the observed tidal quality factor and its variation with frequency w is represented by an w dependence (supporting information). This approximation allows us to compute the Love numbers with a smaller number of model parameters at the expense of larger uncertainties in the Love numbers, as described below, and fewer constraints. For example, we do not use the tidal quality factor constraints at periods longer than a month [Williams and Boggs, 2015] . Our inversions constrain the rigidities at the elastic limit because we use the elastic Love numbers as constraints.
Laboratory experiments on rocks at Earth's upper mantle pressures and temperatures (similar to the lunar mantle conditions) and forcing periods ∼1-10 3 s constrain to the range 0.1-0.4 [e.g., Gribb and Cooper, 1998; Jackson, 2000; Tan et al., 2001 ]. This range is consistent with Earth's mantle constraints of ∼0.15-0.4 based on normal modes, Chandler wobble, tides, and rotation rate observations [e.g., Anderson and Minster, 1979; Smith and Dahlen, 1981; Shito et al., 2004; Benjamin et al., 2006] . Constraining the frequency dependence of the lunar tidal quality factor is challenging given the available observations. LLR observations of tidal influences on lunar orientation show lags for the monthly and yearly periods that imply similar tidal quality factors at those periods [Williams et al., 2001 [Williams et al., , 2014 Williams and Boggs, 2015] . This result has been explained as due to dissipation in a deep partial melt layer [Harada et al., 2014 [Harada et al., , 2016 Matsumoto et al., 2015] , a high-temperature mantle [Nimmo et al., 2012] , or nonlinear anelasticity [Karato, 2013] . The LLR constraints are based on forcing periods of 1 month or longer; however, we are using equation (3) to approximate the lunar response in the elastic limit. Therefore, we adopt the range inferred from laboratory experiments at lunar mantle conditions and forcing periods ∼1-10 3 s ( = 0.25 ± 0.15).
We convert the observed Love numbers to elastic Love numbers using equation (3), taking into account the uncertainties in k
, Q ′ , and (Table 1) . This increases the uncertainties in the Love numbers significantly. For example, the uncertainty in the k 2 Love number increases from 0.9 % for the observed value (k ′ 2 = 0.02422 ± 0.00022) to 7.7% for the elastic value (k 2 = 0.0220 ± 0.0017). For comparison, Khan et al. [2014] obtained k 2 = 0.0232 ± 0.00022 (0.9%) for the elastic value assuming the same observed value. The difference arises for two reasons. First, we consider the entire range of possible values, while Khan et al. [2014] assumed only a single value of 0.3. Second, we calculate the uncertainty of the elastic value taking into account the uncertainties of all the parameters in equation (3), while Khan et al. [2014] assume the same uncertainty for the elastic and observed values.
We compare the Love numbers computed using the simple anelastic correction described by equation (3) with those obtained using the viscoelastic model of Nimmo et al. [2012] . The elastic limit Love numbers in Figure 1 . Marginal probability distributions of the model parameters for interior structures with (black edges) and without (white edges) a transition layer, using the mass, mean solid MOI, and k 2 , and (LLR) h 2 Love numbers as constraints (Table 1) . Gray regions and error bars indicate the prior range and 1 credible region ( Table 2 ). The parameter space was sampled using 10 7 MCMC iterations with four parallel chains. their model, k 2 = 0.0224 and h 2 = 0.0377, are consistent with the simple anelastic correction to the observed Love numbers, k 2 = 0.0220 ± 0.0017 and h 2 = 0.0371 ± 0.0033.
For a given interior structure, we compute the elastic Love numbers k 2 and h 2 using the classical propagator matrix method [e.g., Sabadini and Vermeersen, 2004] . The presence of a liquid outer core requires a special treatment because this causes the solid inner core and mantle to be mechanically decoupled but gravitational coupled. We use the method of Jara-Orué and Vermeersen [2011] to take into account this decoupling. The 2-D marginal probability distributions of the model parameters for interior structures (a-f ) with and (g-l) without a transition layer, using the mass, mean solid MOI, and k 2 , and (LLR) h 2 Love numbers as constraints (Table 1) . On each panel, the probability distribution is rescaled to a range of 0-1. Subfigures span the assumed prior range. Insets in Figures 2d, 2i , and 2j show magnified views. The parameter space was sampled using 10 7 MCMC iterations with four parallel chains. Table 2 and Figures 1 and 2 summarize the main results. We consider models with and without a transition layer and h 2 Love number constraints based on LOLA [Mazarico et al., 2014] and LLR [Williams and Boggs, 2015] observations. The results using the two different h 2 Love number constraints are nearly identical (compare Figures 1 and S4 in the supporting information and Figures 2 and S5) , and we focus on results using the LLR constraint in the main text. Table 2 summarizes the assumed prior range, expected value, and the 1 credible region using both h 2 Love number constraints. Figure S1 shows the mean layer, mean density, and mean rigidity distribution as a function of depth. Figure S2 shows the probability distribution of rigidity and density as a function of depth.
Interior structure parameters that have a larger effect on the observed mass and mean solid MOI are generally better constrained because their uncertainties are smaller than those of the elastic Love numbers by orders of magnitude (Table 1) . Independently of the presence of a transition layer, the mantle density is tightly constrained near the mean density of the Moon because the mantle occupies a large fraction of the total volume. Assuming an interior structure with a transition layer, the solid inner core radius is constrained to 136 The elastic Love numbers decrease as the rigidity of the interior layers increase, providing a constraint on these parameters. Independently of the presence of a transition layer, the mantle rigidity is constrained to 66
GPa, with a preference for the high values in this range (Figure 1j ). Assuming an interior structure with a transition layer, its rigidity is constrained to 43
GPa, also with a preference for the high values in this range (Figure 1h ). The solid inner core and crust rigidities are not constrained by the elastic Love numbers (Figures 1c and 1m) . As discussed above, the correlations arise predominantly due to the mass and mean solid MOI constraints. For example, the liquid outer core thickness decreases as the solid inner core radius increases (Figures 2a and 2g) , and the liquid outer core density decreases as the liquid outer core radius increases (Figures 2b and 2h) , as expected from the mass constraint. The probability distributions for an interior structure without a transition layer are better resolved using the same number of MCMC iterations, as expected due to the smaller number of model parameters. Once again, the mantle density is tightly constrained near the mean density of the Moon (Figures 2d, 2i, and 2j ).
Discussion
Given the large uncertainties in the elastic Love numbers relative to those of the mass and mean solid MOI (Table 1) , it is useful to consider the likely model parameters using only the latter as constraints. Table 2 and Figure S6 summarize the results for this inversion. Adding the Love numbers as additional constraints has a small effect, as expected (compare Figures 1 and S6) . However, the elastic Love numbers provide constrains on rigidities, which are not constrained by the mass or the mean solid MOI.
Our results differ significantly from those of Yan et al. [2015] , who also considered liquid outer core density and radius constraints using the mass and MOI. The discrepancies are not unexpected given the differences in the assumed prior ranges. Yan et al. [2015] considered crust thickness and density ranges of 30-50 km and 2900-3150 kg m −3 , and a mantle density range of 3100-3300 kg m −3 . We assume the same prior range for the crust thickness; however, we assume a prior crust density range of 26600-2820 kg m −3 based on recent GRAIL constraints [Besserer et al., 2014] and a prior mantle density range of 3000-4000 kg m −3 . These differences lead to large discrepancies because the mean solid MOI is sensitive to the crust and mantle densities. In fact, the prior crust density ranges do not intersect, and the mantle density range considered by Yan et al. [2015] is outside our inferred 1 credible region (3357 +12 −13 kg m −3 ). The discrepancies between the two studies illustrate the large effect of incorporating improved crust density constraints from the GRAIL mission.
The mantle and crust constraints are not sensitive to the presence of a transition layer (Figures 1i-1m ). This suggests that the presence of this layer cannot be justified using only the constraints used in this paper, which we confirm using Bayesian model comparison (supporting information). Given the observed mass, mean solid MOI, and k 2 and h 2 Love numbers, the probability of an interior structure with a transition layer is 50% and 51% using the LLR and LOLA h 2 constraints, respectively. Therefore, the constraints used in this paper are insufficient to demonstrate the presence or absence of a transition layer.
The solid inner core radius, liquid outer core radius, and density constraints (Table 2) are consistent, within error bars, with previous estimates based on mass, moment of inertia, k 2 Love number, tidal dissipation quality factor, seismic, and magnetic field constraints [Hood et al., 1999; Khan et al., 2004; Garcia et al., 2011; Weber et al., 2011; Shimizu et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2014; Matsumoto et al., 2015] . The solid inner core radius constraint (Figure 1a ) is also consistent with the typical values ≳100 km in recent thermal evolution models due to core crystallization [Zhang et al., 2013; Laneuville et al., 2014; Scheinberg et al., 2015] . The liquid outer core radius and density constraints for an interior structure without a transition layer (Figures 1d and 1e) are consistent with the seismic, mass, MOI, and k 2 Love number constraints of [Garcia et al., 2011] Following up on suggestions of partial melting at the bottom of the mantle by early seismic studies [Nakamura et al., 1973 [Nakamura et al., , 1974 , recent studies argue for the presence of a low rigidity (≲30 GPa) layer overlying the liquid outer core [Weber et al., 2011; Khan et al., 2014; Williams et al., 2014; Matsumoto et al., 2015; Harada et al., 2016] . In contrast, we conclude that if such a layer is present, low rigidity is not favored by the observed mass, MOI, and tidal Love numbers k 2 and h 2 . Figure 1h illustrates that the probability of the transition layer rigidity favors a value similar to that of the mantle, with a maximum probability value ∼70 GPa and an expected value of 43
GPa. This is consistent with the results of Nimmo et al. [2012] , who concluded that there was no requirement for a low-velocity layer at the base of the mantle that is distinct from the overlying mantle to explain the seismic and monthly tidal dissipation factor (Q) and the tidal Love numbers k 2 and h 2 . Similarly, the reference model of Garcia et al. [2011] based on seismic, mass, MOI and Love number constraints does not include such a layer.
Previous studies suggesting the presence of a low rigidity layer use observational constraints that are not used in this paper (e.g., seismic, tidal quality factor, and electromagnetic sounding data) that could provide independent constraints on the interior structure. Weber et al. [2011] , Williams et al. [2014] , and Harada et al. [2016] considered forward models with a low rigidity transition layer and did not solve the inverse problem. Khan et al. [2014] solved the inverse problem using mass, MOI, k 2 Love number, and electromagnetic sounding constraints. However, they do not provide the probability distributions of the radius, density, and shear velocity of the interior layers. Furthermore, as discussed in section 2.2, Khan et al. [2014] assumed a larger elastic k 2 Love number with an uncertainty that does not reflect the weak constraint on the frequency dependence of the tidal quality factor. Matsumoto et al. [2015] solved the inverse problem using seismic, tidal quality factor, mass, MOI, and k 2 Love number constraints. They conclude that these constraints favor models with a low viscosity (∼ 3 × 10 16 Pa s) and low shear wave velocity transition layer. Their 95% credible regions for the transition layer density (3500
kg m −3 ) and shear wave velocity (2.9 +0.5 −0.5 km s −1 ) correspond to rigidities in the range ∼20-42 GPa. This range is consistent, within error bars, with our expected rigidity range (43
GPa). However, our probability distribution (Figure 1h ) favors a rigidity similar to that of the mantle (∼70 GPa). Matsumoto et al. [2015] did not consider high rigidity transition layers on the basis that this requires a liquid outer core radius larger than the upper bound of 400 km found by Shimizu et al. [2013] using electromagnetic sounding data. We carried out an inversion with prior ranges that are consistent with those assumed by Matsumoto et al. [2015] , including a prior liquid outer core radius range of 1-400 km (Table 2 and Figure S7 ). Changing the prior ranges affects the probability distribution, as expected. However, a transition layer rigidity similar to that of the mantle (∼70 GPa) remains more likely ( Figure S7h ). We apply a simple anelastic correction to the observed Love numbers, while Matsumoto et al. [2015] use a viscoelastic model to compute the Love numbers at the tidal forcing period. The latter requires specifying the viscosity of all the interior layers, and this increases the number of free parameters significantly. For example, our models with a transition layer contain 13 free parameters, while the models of Matsumoto et al. [2015] contain 24 free parameters. The smaller number of free parameters allows us to resolve probability distributions better (e.g., compare Figure 2b with Figure 3b of Matsumoto et al. [2015] ). This may explain why we obtain a unimodal probability distribution for the liquid outer core radius, while Matsumoto et al. [2015] obtained a bimodal distribution (compare Figure S7d with Figure 1h 10.1002/2016GL069952 ). Alternatively, the differences between our results and those of Matsumoto et al. [2015] may be due to the additional tidal quality and seismic constraints used in Matsumoto et al. [2015] .
As discussed above, the observational constraints used in this paper are insufficient to demonstrate the presence of a transition layer. However, if such a layer exists, our inversions constrain its density to 4676 +410 −1179 kg m −3 (Table 2 and Figure 1g) . Models of magma ocean crystallization [e.g., Snyder et al., 1992] show that crystallization of the lunar magma ocean would lead to late-stage products rich in ilmenite and high-Ca pyroxene, possibly mixed with a smaller amount of Fe-rich olivine. Such an assemblage has a density of 3700 − 3800 kg m −3 , substantially less buoyant than earlier, underlying magma ocean cumulates with a density ∼3300 kg m −3 . This inverted density stratigraphy gave rise to the idea that the high-density cumulates would sink through the underlying mantle [Ringwood and Kesson, 1976; Hess and Parmentier, 1995; Elkins-Tanton, 2012] . Some of the sinking Fe-and Ti-rich material would be left behind as pods in the mantle to hybridize it and create the source regions for mare basalts, but most would sink through the mantle to form a layer above the metallic core. The density of the resulting cumulate layer at the base of the mantle depends strongly on the fraction of the magma ocean that had solidified at the time of cumulate pile overturn; this fraction can be quantified in terms of the remaining amount of interstitial liquid. In models of a 1000 km thick lunar magma ocean, the basal density after overturn is 3420 kg m −3 for 10% interstitial liquid at the time of overturn, 3500 kg m −3 for 5% interstitial liquid, and 3640 kg m −3 for 1% interstitial liquid [Elkins-Tanton et al., 2011] . Our density models do not include density structure in the radius range 800-1000 km, and thus, our results for cumulate density cannot be directly compared to the relationship between cumulate density and interstitial liquid percentage for the 1000 km thick magma ocean modeled by Elkins-Tanton et al. [2011] . Nevertheless, the basic trade-off between basal density and interstitial liquid at the time of overturn will also apply to other magma ocean thicknesses. In our models in which a high-density transition layer is present, its most probable value is about 4000 kg m −3 (Figure 1g ), which would favor a very small amount of interstitial liquid at the time of magma ocean overturn. However, because our results permit models in which there is no transition layer at the base of the mantle, we cannot draw a firm conclusion about the details of a lunar magma ocean overturn.
Summary and Conclusions
We constrain the likely interior structure parameters of the Moon by solving the inverse problem using the observed mass, mean solid MOI, and elastic tidal Love numbers k 2 and h 2 as observational constraints. These constraints are insufficient to demonstrate the presence or absence of a transition layer between the liquid outer core and mantle. Therefore, we consider interior structures with and without this layer. The probability distributions, expected values, and uncertainties of all the model parameters are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 1 . The mass and mean solid MOI provide the strongest constraints due to their small uncertainties relative to those of the elastic Love numbers.
The inferred solid inner core radius, liquid outer core radius, and density are consistent, within error bars, with previous estimates based on mass, moment of inertia, k 2 Love number, tidal dissipation quality factor, seismic, and electromagnetic induction constraints. In contrast to previous studies suggesting the presence of a low rigidity (≲30 GPa) transition layer, we conclude that if such a layer exists, its rigidity is more likely to be similar to that of the mantle (∼70 GPa) given the observational constraints used in this paper.
Simulations of the Moon formation from debris ejected by a large impact with the early Earth use the mass of the core as a critical constraint [e.g., Canup, 2012; Ćuk and Stewart, 2012] . Despite the weak constraints on the solid inner core properties, the stronger constraints on the liquid outer core properties allow us to constrain the total (solid and liquid) core mass. The total core mass fraction relative to the lunar mass is constrained to 0.0098 for interior structures with and without a transition layer, respectively, narrowing the range of possible giant impact formation scenarios. Core crystallization is a likely source of energy for powering a dynamo in the Moon's past, and our constraints on the inner core size and liquid core density can be used to constrain the thermal evolution of the Moon's core.
Observations of both the real and imaginary parts of the Love numbers may improve the constraints on the solid inner core and transition layer properties. However, incorporating these constraints requires adding the viscosity of all the interior structure layers as free parameters. This increases the number of model parameters significantly, which leads to less resolved probability distributions unless the number of inversion iterations is also increased significantly. Our results rely on the assumption of spherical symmetry. However, the observed The GRAIL mission is supported by NASA's Discovery Program and is performed under contract to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology. A portion of the research described in this paper was carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology, under a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Government sponsorship is acknowledged. The data used are listed in the references and tables.
